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Ymagis Group and Samsung Electronics Partner to
Deliver the Best Cinema Experience: EclairColor HDR
Coupled with Samsung’s Cinema LED Screen
Seoul (South Korea) and Paris (France), 19 April 2018/ Ymagis Group (FR0011471291, MAGIS, PEAPME, TECH 40), the European specialist in digital technologies for the film industry, and Samsung
Electronics Co. Ltd., today announced the completion of the successful integration of EclairColor HDR
technology with Samsung’s Cinema LED Screen to provide an optimal HDR cinematic experience to movie
theaters and movie-goers. The visual benefits of this new, groundbreaking collaboration will be demoed at
Samsung’s booth (#2117A) at the upcoming CinemaCon convention in Las Vegas on April 23-26, 2018.
Engineers and technicians from Samsung Electronics and Ymagis Group have successfully worked
together to develop a component that allows the Samsung Cinema LED Screen to showcase movies
and other content with exceptional EclairColor HDR picture quality while meeting EclairColor’s
technical specifications. The combination of these two technologies means HDR images are shown at
a contrast ratio of 1,000,000:1, and delivers a more detailed and resonating viewing environment.
“We are delighted that the Samsung Cinema LED Screen has been fully-certified with EclairColor HDR
technology, and that CinemaCon attendees will be able to enjoy this next-generation movie-going
experience,” comments Jean Mizrahi, President and co-founder of Ymagis Group. “This evolution
marks a significant milestone, confirming the ability of EclairColor technology to bring a highly-flexible
HDR solution to not only existing high contrast projection systems but also to Samsung’s Cinema
Screen, which delivers the highest levels of visual quality and technical performance.”
“Compatibility with EclairColor HDR technology further empowers the Samsung Cinema LED screen to
produce a brilliant, detailed and realistic cinema viewing experience that makes viewers feel as if they
are a part of every scene,” said Seog-gi Kim, Executive Vice President, Visual Display Business at
Samsung Electronics. “This combination produces ultra-sharp 4K resolution and peak brightness levels
that make content come alive. The resulting high contrast showcases bright colors, pristine whites and
deep blacks accurately and without distortion, creating a perfect arena for both 2D and 3D movies.”
EclairColor is an HDR mastering solution that refines content within select display technologies, now
including Samsung’s Cinema LED Screen. All types of cinemas, from independent movie theaters and
regional chains to giant exhibition circuits, can be equipped with EclairColor HDR regardless of their
screen size. The equipment can be used to run EclairColor HDR mastered content as well as standard
DCI content. To date, a total of 127 cinema auditoriums have been equipped with EclairColor, including
59 in Germany, 54 in France and three in the United Kingdom.
More information on EclairColor HDR is available at http://www.eclaircolor.com
EclairColor is a registered trademark of Ymagis SA.

ABOUT YMAGIS GROUP
Founded in 2007 and managed by professionals from the motion picture and high-tech
industries, Ymagis Group is a European leader in advanced digital technology services
for the cinema industry. Through its two business units CinemaNext and Eclair, the
Group provides smart, comprehensive solutions to movie exhibitors, distributors (feature
films & event cinema), producers, rights holders, cinema/TV advertising networks,
broadcasters, OTT channels and video publishers. Over the years, Ymagis Group has
significantly expanded its portfolio of solutions & services and further developed its
geographic footprint in Europe with permanent offices in 26 countries. The company’s
core business is structured around three main units: CinemaNext (exhibitor services:
sales and field services, software solutions, customer service/NOC and consulting),
Eclair (content services: post-production, theatrical delivery, digital distribution,
versioning and accessibility, restoration and preservation) and Ymagis (VPF & financial
services). A publicly-traded company listed on Euronext, Ymagis Group is headquartered
in Paris (France) and has close to 800 employees. For more information, please connect
to http://www.ymagis.com, http://www.cinemanext.com or http://www.eclair.digital
ABOUT SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC.
Headquartered in Ridgefield Park, N.J., Samsung Electronics America, Inc. (SEA), is a
recognized innovative leader in consumer electronics, mobile devices and enterprise
solutions. A wholly owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., SEA is pushing
beyond the limits of today’s technology and providing consumers and organizations with
a portfolio of groundbreaking products in appliances, home entertainment, Internet of
Things, mobile computing, smartphones, smart signage, digital cinema, virtual reality,
wireless infrastructure and wearables, in addition to offering leading content and services
related to mobile payments, 360-degree VR video, customer support and more.
Samsung is a pioneering leader in smartphones and HDTVs in the U.S. and one of
America’s fastest growing home appliance brands. To discover more about Samsung,
please visit www.samsung.com. For the latest Samsung news, please visit
news.samsung.com/us and follow us @SamsungNewsUS
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